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COMB 
TOGETHER
COME TOGETHER was chosen as the revival 
theme for this year’s book because many factors 
had to come together to produce the Spectrum. As 
things progressed, the staff realized that the entire 
campus had to come together in order to 
accomplish any activity from sports to business 
groups. Come together became the motto for the 
staff as we observed organizations, students, 
faculty, and many others working as a team; the 
staff realized that it was now our responsibility to 
come together and freeze the year in a book. Not 
any book, but the Georgia College Spectrum; a book 
of memories to last a life time.
The staff will be the first to admit that there are 
errors. This being the first year of the revival, 
naturally there were communication problems, 
questions of our seriousness and often a lack of 
participation by the Georgia College student with 
the Spectrum staff. Through it all we produced a 
book; a good book for the first year. Now everything 
has come together for the Spectrum and it has 
been re-established as a Georgia College institution. 
Be assured that next year’s book will be even better 
and perhaps even perfect. Thanks to you all for 
coming together and making the Spectrum a 
reality.
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Popular fads can be seen all 
over the Georgia College 
campus. The fad of wearing 
exposed long johns was seen 
during the winter months, and 
almost everyone owns a pair of 
“jams” and cool black shades. 
Fads not only include dress but 
habits as well. From food, 
popular sayings, and music; 
everyone is somehow involved 
in a fad. Microwave popcorn is 
to the college student what the 
potato is to the Irish. Students 
can throw that wonderful bag 
of unknown substances into the 
microwave and in about five 
minutes have a treat that would 
no doubt shock the early 
Indians to see their maize now 
seen as amazing. Sayings that 
are popular include “I’m a 
happy camper,” “get a grip,” 
“chillin,” “yo,” and many others 
which were not suitable for 
publication.
Students also enjoy listening to 
their loud “jam boxes,” and 
attending outdoor concerts 
sponsored Spring quarter by 
Georgia College.
Through all of these aspects of 
popular fads the college student 
can express his or her 
personality or obsession. Many 
often wonder if these expressive 
people belong on a college 
campus, but as scary as it may 
seem these students are the 
leaders of tomorrow. Each 
generation has its own fad and 
if things are as bad as they are 
supposed to be now, one can 
only wonder what the next 
generation will consider 
popular.
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You Actually 
Wear That?!
Worldly 
Connections
Being an International student 
Is not only adventurous but also 
courageous. There are several 
international students on the 
Georgia College campus. They 
have traveled from all over the 
world to attend Georgia College. 
Many different continents and 
countries are represented by 
these students.
It has taken great courage for 
them to leave their families and 
countries and travel to the 
unknown. For many of us, the 
thought of leaving everything 
would be incomprehensible, but 
for these international students 
it Is a reality. They have had to 
face new and unfamiliar people 
and places, allay their fears, 
and still function productively. 
They have taken on a great 
task and by being here they 
have shown that they have 
successfully completed the task. 
They have come together to 
become an important part of 
the Georgia College campus.
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Let’s Party
Where do Georgia College 
students go to socialize? What Is 
their haven from homework, 
classrooms, and messy dorm 
rooms?
Fortunately, Atlanta is only a 
hop, skip, and a jump from 
Milledgeville, but Milledgeville 
has a lot to offer In the form of 
recreation in spite of its small 
size. Its offerings Include 
numerous night spots, theatres, 
entertainment, bowling, 
shopping, and even miniature 
golf. Milledgeville is definitely on 
the uprise, and Georgia College 
students are the first to 
patronize new establishments. 
Though there are many 
on-campus events, students, 
and occasionally faculty, 
habitually frequent the night 
spots in the downtown area.
One in particular is the Opera 
House, but Hoagies, Pegasus, 
and Justins receive their fair 
share of college patronage. 
These establishments are ideal 
for weekly get-togethers that 
allow students to relax, unwind, 
and, most of all, enjoy!
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Last Minute 
Blues
One of the most “enjoyable” 
moments of attending college is 
studying for final exams! The 
stores are suddenly crowded 
with students anxious to 
purchase Vivarin, No-Doze, and 
lots of Coffee and Colas. Desk 
lamps burn into the wee hours 
of the morning and the 
all-night restaurants are filled 
to capacity with students 
hoping that everything will 
come together. Some students 
begin early, so they can rest 
peacefully; but rarely does that 
happen.
Due to the influx of students in 
the infirmary during exams 
week, Stressbusters has been 
established by the Wellness 
Department.
Graffiti boards are set up at 
various locations around 
campus to provide an outlet for 
stressed-out students.
Some students have devised 
techniques of their own to 
relieve the stress associated 
with finals. They get a blanket, 
pack a cooler and head to the 
lake lot or the front lawn to 
enjoy the sun’s rays and 
concentrate on their studies. 
But the best thing about the 
last minute blues is that they 
only last a few days and it 
eventually comes together.


Professors, 
Students 
and 
the 
Classroom
When choosing a college, 
one should not only look at the 
campus 
but at the courses It offers 
and the college professors.
When registration rolls around, 
the time to choose classes and 
teachers abound.
Students ask others which 
professor they had 
and make a decision from the 
comments 
both good and bad.
The goals one sets and the 
goals one achieves, 
helps one determine the person 
one will be.
The decisions one makes in the 
coming years 
will help one find ones place 
among ones peers.
The professors make it 
interesting and fun 
to come to class everyday, 
not just one.
There may be many 
assignments to complete 
and enough reading to keep 
one busy for weeks.
College may not only be 
a time to leave the familiar 
and take on the new, 
but a time to come together 
and become a member of the 
Georgia College Crew.
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Stiff 
Competition 
But A Lot of 
FUN!
The students of Georgia College 
are lucky enough to have on 
our campus a wide variety of 
athletics offered every quarter. 
Intramurals offer different 
clubs, organizations, and 
Greeks a chance to have 
friendly competition. It also 
offers them an opportunity to 
promote a “family” feeling 
among their groups. As team 
captains are diligently trying to 
gather members for their 
teams, Intramural services are 
busy preparing the schedules 
and referees.
In the fall, some of the sports 
offered for both men and 
women are flag football, 
volleyball, and darts. In the 
winter, the tables turn more to 
inside sports with basketball, 
pool, and bowling. The spring 
takes us back outside with 
softball and tennis. These are 
just a few among many of the 
sports offered.
Teams are able to enter at a 
nominal fee to play for just fun 
or to play for points. The points 
add up to see who qualifies for 
tournament playing. At the end 
of the year, the team with the 
greatest number of points wins 
the right to call themselves 
“Campus Champions”.
Whether one is a star athlete or 
one who simply enjoys having a 
good time while getting 
exercise, Intramurals are a 
great way to meet people and 
come together as a campus.
S8SS®.
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DEDICATION 
TO
STUDENTS
Yearbook.
The committed, hard-working 
students of Georgia College have 
made the effort of producing this 
yearbook more than worthwhile. 
In fact, without you we would 
have no yearbook — this year or 
any.
We, the Spectrum Staff, hope 
that this book will help you re­
member a face, relive a time, re­
call a place, and remember a 
name.
For several years, the students, 
faculty, and staff of Georgia Col­
lege have been deprived of a per­
manent record with which a 
memorable year can be relived. 
We hope that these pages and pic­
tures will help you recapture the 
spirit of this year.
TO THE CONCERNED, COMMIT­
TED, HARD-WORKING STU­
DENTS OF’ GEORGIA COLLEGE, 
WE WHOLEHEARTEDLY DEDI­
CATE THIS YEARBOOK — THE 
1987-88 SPECTRUM!!!
The Spectrum Staff
Apathy runs rampant at Geor­
gia College. Few get involved; 
many could care less. Though we 
all complain, we should realize 
that WE are Georgia College. 
Therefore, WE can make the 
changes we deem necessary with 
a little cooperative effort.
However, ALL Georgia College 
students should not be lumped to­
gether into this apathetic group. 
Some of us actually care about 
this fine institution of higher 
learning. And, to them we dedi­
cate this edition of the Spectrum
14
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Student Government
The Student Government 
Association is responsible for 
hearing and developing ideas for the 
student body. They create and 
modify regulations and contribute 
funds to many on campus projects. 
These are your student policy 
makers so let them know if you 
have an idea.
Members include: Mr. Charles Guerin, 
sponsor; Tom Hogan, Treasurer; Ron 
Frame, President; Tony Mayo, 
Vice-President and many other student 
representatives who are there to serve you!
The International Student 
Association is opened to all 
international as well as American 
students. Their purpose is to 
promote awareness and 
understanding of different cultures. 
Not only do they take part in 
community activities they also 
sponsor field trips and various 
socials. International Week is held in 
April to help bring cultures even 
closer together.
Members include: Joe Demp, Steve Arnold, 
Adam Chen, Takahisa Suzuki, Jenny Alff, 
Kugaraj Tai, Lititia Butler, Leon Kwok, Young 
Kim, Nelson Maia, Barbara Lillian, Emma 
Ostaker, Sheila Valva, Sbrina Eidelman, 
Fredrina Bean, Ivonne Chirino, Ana 
DeGiacohi, Robert Gerks, Dawn 
Crutchfield, Murali Thirumal, Steve Deal, 
Sharon Pritchett, Helena Backman,
Tancredo Castellanos, Errol Correa. Chistine 
Donck, Bob Chosh, Lvis and Carlotta 
Rimenez and Paula, Raphael Mak, Armando 
Medina, Pablo Nunez, Oliver Schmiot, Sanjay 
Singh, Carlos Tudela, Tommy Webb, Susan 
Presley, George Davis, Lolita Accocer, Alison 
Bussing, Pam Amspacher, Maria Rincon, 
Kelly Ogletree, Mei Li, Chonggi Zhang, 
Chikako Mochizuki, Wang Qingyi, Nicholas 
Donck, Valerie Hill, Tammy Teague, Michelle 
Teague, Guillermina Rincon.
International Association
Black Student Alliance
The Black Student Alliance, under 
the advisement of Dr. Helen Hill and 
Mr. Gabriel Martin, strives to 
increase the awareness of black 
accomplishments by sponsoring 
black oriented activities throughout 
the academic school year. Their 
projects include BSA workshops, 
the Cofer Scholarship, Black 
Recognition Awards Night, and 
Blacks on Predominately White 
Campuses Conference.
Members include: President — Chris 
Watkins, Vice President — Perry Dent,
Secretary — Kimberly Battle, Treasurer —
Michelle Jackson, Jacqueline Harris, Raynard 
Mattox, Melissa Manago, Precious Parrish,
Laforest Glover, Derrell Williams, Andre 
Burney, Geraldine Patterson, Lisa Holmes,
Marlena Thomas, Distalia Childs.
Greek Council
The Greek Council provides the 
chance for Greek organizations to 
get together and discuss projects, 
upcoming events, and any possible 
problems. Representatives are 
chosen to represent each 
organization.
Members include: Jennifer Oglesby, Wesley 
Carroll, Lee Arnold, Pam Hines, Joy Miller, 
Deron Stewert, Oavid Smith, Robin Moore, 
Sheri Pledger.
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Gamma Beta Phi is an honor 
organization made up of students 
who maintain G.P.A. decided by the 
organizational standards. This 
society is open to all Georgia 
College students who qualify.
Members include: Richerd Frank Godfrey,
Jr., President: Brenda Katheri Hardin, 
Vice-President; Marsha Leigh Barr, 
Secretary; Errol Correa, Treasurer; Fay 
Heal, Reporter; and Dr. Sally Hendry, 
sponsor. Gamma Beta Phi’s membership is 
well over one hundred and regretfully the 
Spectrum cannot print all of the well 
deserving names, but congratulations to  you 
all!
Delta Sigma Alpha
Gamma
DSA is an organization comprised 
of all students in the academic 
honors program at Georgia College. 
The officers of DSA attempt to 
provide a liaison between the 
students and the faculty, as well as 
plan events that will enable the 
honors students to get to know 
each other. During fall quarter a 
Halloween party was the highlight, 
while winter quarter was the time 
for a Chinese New Year. Also 
during Winter Quarter Roger Best, 
Susan Presley, and Dr. Sallstrom 
attended the Georgia Honors 
Council at DeKalb College. Many 
other conferences took place and 
the main project for the year was 
the establishment of an honors 
study room for honor students to 
study in the 1 9S8-1 989 school 
year.
Members include: Ammar Razzak, 
Vice-President; Susan Presley, 
Secretary/Treasurer; Roger Best,
President; Terri Page, Sophomore 
Representative; Jan Maxwell, Freshmen 
Representative; and Wanda Schwarz, Junior 
Representative.
Beta Phi
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Phi Alpha Theta
Phi Alpha Theta is a national history 
honor society. Students are chosen 
on the basis of G.P.A. and their 
pursuit of the field of history.
Members include: Dr. Frank Vinson, Dr. 
Emily Abdi, Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Wilson, Dr. 
Rosemary Begemann, Blair Mahaffey, 
Tammy Teague, Mark Morgan, Dr. William 
Hair, Sharon Prichett, Deborah Harris, Dr. 
Victoria Chandler, Tommy Jones, Susan 
Presley, Rosemary McCurry, Kitty Strange, 
and Dr. Martha Turner.
The Dean’s Advisory Board, 
sponsored by the Business Dean 
JoAnn Jones, is comprised of 
members from presidents of all 
student associations and 
representatives from each 
department. The Board this year 
had several projects including the 
message center for the Atkinson 
Lobby, Distinguished Alumni Plaque 
and a student poll concerning 
innovative scheduling.
Members include: Beth Fussell. Chairperson: 
Connie Lucas, secretary: Tricia Bass, 
promotions; Oliver Schmidt, Dan Slagle, 
Franklin Combs, Stacy Howard, Lisa Dion, 
Demetra Standifer, Angela Pearson, Katrina 
Butler, Diane Clay, Stacy McKinney, Tom 
Powers, Trici Bass, Michelle Wells, Scott 
Graves, Ed Schelor.
Dean’s Advisory Board
WXGC is Georgia College’s official 
radio station. It is run by the 
students who are able to have 
hands on experience in 
broadcasting by participation in this 
activity.
Members include: Denise Georgia. Chris 
Harper. Marvin Webster and many other 
D. J.'s
Colonnade
The Colonnade, sponsored by Mary 
Jean Land, is the newspaper of 
G.C. The staff is comprised of 
journalism and non-journalism 
majors. The Colonnade is published 
every other week and is a 
publication Georgia College can be 
proud of.
Members include: Co-editors Michelle Head 
and John DeShazier; Managing Editor Bond 
Hays; Business Manager, Elisha Redmond; 
Advertising, Bonnie Summer; Photo Editor 
Barry Jones; and many other reporters and 
contributors.
KKMAftAtWl-K-'H'mcrtT/?
The Y. O.U. Committee schedules 
movies, plans concerts, and various 
entertainment to be enjoyed by the 
student body. If there is an activity 
going on, then the Y.O.U. 
Committee is probably the 
sponsor.!
Members include: Jennifer Anderson, Jimmy 
Gordon, Adrian Jarrell, Karen Anderson, 
Robert Gerks and is sponsored by Wes 
Lucas.
The Peacock’s Feet
The Peacock’s Feet, sponsored by 
Mary Key Ferrell, is the literary 
magazine for Georgia College. 
People are encouraged to submit 
poems, short stories, art work and 
pictures. The magazine is printed 
and published in the spring and is 
one of the few things that is still 
free on the campus.
Members include: Stacy Fordham, 
Circulation Manager; Sandy Frost, Editor; 
Cindy Burns, Associate Editor; Kritsy 
Pittmann, Assistant Editor; and Bob Ghosh, 
A rt and Layout Editor.
CDY.
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GC Chorus
Members include: Marlene Thomas, Melissa 
Manago, Marcella Evans, Antonio Lawrence, 
Sheryl Cummings, Marcell May, Melissa 
Bonner, Alicia Bunnette, Daphen Thomas, 
JaDon Thomas, Cedric Jones, Portia Jones, 
Virginia Wells, David Butts, Leonard Kelley, 
Dewayne Pinkney, Leonoard Stenson, Jifina 
Stephens, Vanessa Walker, Keith Browning, 
Larry Stephens, Gabriel Martin.
The Voices of Joy is a gospel choral 
group that hold special concerts 
throughout the year. They work 
with music groups here at G.C. as 
well as choirs from other colleges. 
This year the group had a tour to 
Southeast Georgia and South 
Carolina.
GC Chorus is a performance choir 
opened to all students and faculty. 
Directed by Julie Morgan, the 
chorus has held several concerts 
this year, including a spring tour to 
Florida. One of the highlights of the 
year was an invitational choir 
festival. Students receive one hour 
credit for each quarter they are 
enrolled and no audition is required.
Members: April Bailey, Lynn Bryant, Joanne 
Cone, Nicole Culbreth, Mary Cullen, Leona 
Dawkins, Maxine Foster, Melody Hill, Terri 
House, Beth Myers, Lori Turner, Tammy 
Turner, Chikako Mochazuki, Karen Bailey, 
Renee Broadus, Betty Collins, Marcia Curtis, 
Tiffany Daniell. Susie Dixon. Alicia Garvey. 
Julie Grubbs, Sarita Hall, Vera Kelley, Julie 
Martin, Chevonne Mason, Debbie 
McCleskey, Mona Meyer, Mary Suh,
Marlene Thomas, Latonia Threet, Cathy 
White, Scott Delozier, Michael Frohling, 
Stephen Hall, Paul Peavy, Keith Woodfin, 
Hansel Baker, Jim Davenport, Perry Dent, 
Paul Hawk, Mark Swann, Gerald Thomas, 
and Greg Toler. President — Mary Cullen, 
Vice President — Michael Frohling.
Voices of Joy
J
GCANS
The Georgia College Association of 
Nursing Students is an organization 
that sponsors many charities 
including Christmas stockings for 
children at local hospitals. They also 
hold fundraisers and attend 
conventions. Be assured that the 
medical profession can soon be 
proud of these hard working 
students.
Members include: Jan Bowen, Paige Furtick, 
Denna Williamson, Melissa Stewart, Joyce 
Hartley, Gina Haralson, Allison Ach, Kim 
Presley, Angie Mason, Michelle Hawthorne, 
Jana Tanner, Leslie Hall, Kay Rozier, Margie 
Johnson, Sherri Herring
The Student Home Economics 
Association, sponsored by Dr.
Grace Callaway, helps promote 
Georgia College through public 
relations and recruiting projects.
The group also held a cookbook sale 
this year and worked with the 
Elderhostel program.
Members include: Kristi Blizzard, Marsha 
Barr, Connie Rice, and Wanda Hall
HEO
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BSU
The Baptist Student Union is open 
to all students regardless of their 
denomination. Throughout the year 
the group holds regular meetings 
and Bible study groups. They also 
hold socials and once a quarter 
retreats.
Members include: Beth Cammack, president; 
Neil Heath, campus minister; Steven Adams, 
programs; Stephen Hall, Music; Vonda 
Massingill, summer missions; Misty Thigpen, 
Bible study; Rick Bodwell, camp enlistment; 
Leigh Bowen, secretary/communication; 
Monica Deason, Fellowship/scrapbook; Maria 
Paul, Outreach; Greg Prosser,
Internationals; Tanya Braddy, Intramurals; 
Roger Brannen, personal ministries; Sherri 
Jenkins, New Students; Denise Ellis,
Christian Student Fellowship president; 
Gabriel Martin, CSF advisor; Rodney Peters, 
Commuters. Membership in BSU is well over 
hundred and regretfully all the names cannot 
be printed.
Joyfull Ministries
Joyfull Ministries is a Bible study 
group that meets weekly. Everyone 
and anyone is invited to attend.
Members include: Susan Eibe, Mikell 
Brantley, Lint Hatcher, Tommy Stubbs, 
Ginger DeGracia, Brian Gladin, Alicia Garvey, 
Debbie McCleskey, Nancy Bracewell, Michelle 
Teague, Robert DeGracia and Glenn 
Hatcher.
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Nova is the organization responsible 
for the orientation of new students. 
They give campus tours and hold 
visitors’ weekend and events to 
make everyone feel welcome.
Members include: Congratulations to all of 
our newly elected Nova leaders!
Nova
Cheerleaders
The Cheerleaders were organized 
this year to add a little life to the 
G.C. campus. They can be seen 
primarily at basketball games and 
practicing at Beeson Field.
Members include: Congratulations to  all of 
our newly elected Cheerleaders! Keep up 
those cheers!
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Georgia College Accounting
The Accounting Association is 
opened to all accounting majors.
The group, advised by Jane 
Stockard, regularly has speakers 
from various fields of accounting. 
The members have also participated 
in field trips, Accounting Interview 
Day in Atlanta, and quarterly social 
events.
Members: Sondra Black, Charlotte 
Williamson, Joseph Wagner, Linda Foley, 
Melena Courson, Lisa Cottle, Christy 
Tamplin, Denise Schaeffer, George Davis, 
Mona Patel, Valerie Pitts, Andy Sieberg, 
Linda Mashburn, Amy Darby, Lynn Wolfe, 
Stacy Howard, Kelli Bryan, Susan Webber, 
Paul Smaha, Grayson Dent, Elizabeth 
Morris, Rebecca Ann Atteberry, Travis 
Hardee, Hope Ewusi, and Alicia Strowbridge. 
Officers: President — Connie A. Lucas, 
Executive Vice-President — Beth Fussell, 
Secretary — Gregory Dent, Treasurer — 
Connie Hambrick, Vice-President for 
Programming — Wade Miller.
The Data Processing Management 
Association is an international 
organization for BIS and CIS 
major/minor students. Its primary 
objective is to foster a better 
understanding of the vital 
relationship of information 
processing to management and 
society. The DPMA meetings are 
usually held once a month with a 
program which provides 
opportunities to learn more about 
information processing. DPMA is a 
relatively new organization and was 
formed in the spring of 1 987.
Members include: Patricia Bass, Sharon 
Britton, Perry Burton, Katrina Butler, Jim 
Carter, Jack Cook, Errol Correa, Bo 
Danuser, Roberto DeGracia, Jeane Delorme, 
Jackie Dispain, Marshelle Everett, Bob 
Ghosh, Kim Godbee, Scott Graves, Valerie 
Hamlin, Dotty Hatcher, Steve Heil, Karla 
Holland, Bob Joye, Norma Lancaster, Darrell 
Lewis, Jeffrey Martin, Jenny Mauldin, Julie 
Parker, Sunil Patel, Mark Peeler, Amy 
Phillips, Oliver Schmidt, David Smallwood, 
Larry Stofko, Wike Wade, Paul Wilson, 
Rhonda Wood and Kim Worgo.
DPMA
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Jazz Ensemble
The Georgia College Jazz Ensemble
is an instrumental group open to
music and non-music majors. The ■
ensemble performs at least once a
quarter on campus and often has
joint concerts with G.C. Swing! The
group also plays for the Miss G.C.
Pageant and has an annual spring 
tour.
Members include: Penny Medlin, S. L.
Mitchell, Chris Ritter, Mike Yurgalavage, Lee 
Harrell, Billy Ritter, Kim Beauchamp, Sandra 
Ham, Perry Dent, Mark Trawick, Greg 
Stewart, Laura Cox, Marsha Kirkland, Mary 
Baugh, Dennis Young, Scott DeLozier,
James Holzworth, Neal Fountain, Scott 
Heaton, and Troy Wells.
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Basketball, baseball, 
swimming, gymnastics, and 
many others arfe all a part of 
the actWrci^ at Georgia 
College. Thqjcompetition 
among othe® scliools is 
tough, but the S. C. Colonials 
always make everyone very 
proud. With strong teams in 
each individu^ sport, each 
group knows how to make the 
team come together and 
produce that G^ C. Spirit!
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Men’s Basketbal
Georgia College is very proud of the 
men’s basketball team! They are 
truly champions of the campus!
The Lady Colonials did well this year 
also. Georgia College is full of talent 
that everyone can be proud of!
i,
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Women’s Basketball
38
Baseball
What would springtime be without 
baseball! Georgia College has a 
super team with a few but loyal 
dedicated fans.
39
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Men’s Tennis
I
M
«
Women’s Tennis
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Residence Living, a.k.s. 
Dorm Life, is far from picture 
perfect. General complaints 
run from too hot, too cold, 
power cord thieves, excessive 
use of yellow paint, and the lack 
of two-ply toilet paper.
Despite Napier’s vandalism, 
Befl’s lack of large laundry faciji- 
^ties, and Terrell's “wall, dan- 
çdrufl^  — the official name given 
t» decaying plaster — the gerc­
erai consensus- is that the peo­
ple'are gr.eat! Resident Life 
offerip the chance for students 
to come, together and over­
come the condition of the build­
ing ana ♦build friendships* in- 
stead. When asked, the thing 
they likecfjJpçSst about dorm*ftfe, 
the residf
“the people
ts always replied
I
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Terrell Hell
Terrell Hall is the most densely 
populated dorm on campus. With 
around eighty-nine residents, 
almost everyone agrees that life at 
Terrell is like a family. With movie 
night, blow-out hour, and Pictionary 
playoffs, there is always a chance to 
get together for fun and friendship.
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Terrell Hall, left to  right — firs t row: Holly 
Bunch, Pam Ivery, Gwen Lamb; second row: 
Lynn Bryant, Deborah Pitts, Cyndi Martin, 
Julie Martin, Lori Morris; third row: Carol 
Fellows, Pam Johnson, Shirlene Howard, 
Ann Simms, Nicole Gulbreth; fourth row: 
Joanna Cone, Janice Solomon, Tabatha 
Adams, Jennifer Kingston, Voussour Dirir; 
fifth row: Connie Ellison, Cathy McKenize, 
Tara Kopp, Rosemary McCurry, Kathy 
Jones, Kim Thompson, and Tammy Harvey.
Beeson Hall, left to night — firs t row: Phil 
Fortson, Joe Wagner, Ken Smith, David 
Hohnadel; second row: Dwight McWaters, 
Ammar Razzak, Adrian Jarrell, Archie Gunn, 
J r .; third row: Leonard Stinson, Bruce Goss, 
John Tarpley, Donald T. Wilborn, Joey 
Rowland.
I
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Beeson Hell
Each hall possesses its own 
personality and Beeson proves this 
beyond the shadow of a doubt. 
Beeson residents enjoy many 
activities such as spontaneous 
parties and ''educational" films; what 
exactly these activities entail, only 
Beeson residents know for sure.
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Bell Hall, left to night — firs t now: Marianne 
Werbenec, Debra Hughes, Lisa Pinkston, 
Wende Bates, Lori Turner, Kim Worgo, Jan 
Williamson, Sheila Hughes, Victoria B.
Sadler, Shonda Jackson, Sheila Pennyman, 
Sharon Pritchett, Heather E. Josey, Eve 
Puckett — R. D. second row: Natasha Willis, 
Michelle Teague, Debbie Lawrence, Vicki L. 
Hopkins, Julie A. Lingenfelter, Gita Che 
Williams, Cheri Lynn Ashe, Neha-Shah, 
Tammy Morris, Lisa Hewett, Rebecca Spann 
— R.A., Joyce Lauw — R.A., Lee Ann Hobbs, 
Julie Outlaw, Kim Ivey, third row: Lisa 
Wesley, Denise Ellis, Tamela Teague, "Asian 
Fleur", "Lovely Horse", Mary Lucuis, Kimberly 
M. Battle, Jennifer Robinson, Cathy Jo 
Harpe, Monicka Clarke, Holly Goss, Christi 
Masters, Elizabeth Morris, Diana Burke, 
fourth row: Jennifer Alff, Jan Maxwell, Laura 
Stark, Charlene Divins, Kimberly Sanders, 
Lors Moss, Ana Corolina de Giocomi, Barbie 
Jackson, Hope Jackson, Pretrice Young 
Walker, Tammy Trail.
Adams Hal
Adams residents say they do not 
have many programs, but they do 
have air conditioning! The majority 
of residents say the Hall is clean 
and the dorm is in good condition 
because it is newer than the 
others. They complain about the 
lack of toilet paper and the need of 
a better intercom/escort system; 
however, they do live in what some 
Georgia College students call the 
“Adams Hilton".
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Adams Hall, left to night — finst now: Pniscilla 
Adams, Tnacey Lewis, Susan Pnesley, 
Jennifen Andenson, Kanen Andenson,
Mansha Kinkland, Dianne Wyatt, Melissa 
Hendnicks, Mns. Tenesa Tunnen-West; 
second now: Kate Onn, Stephanie Mongan, 
Leslie Hall, Chnistina Costello, Tenesa Cunny, 
Cynthia Jackson, Constance Edwands,
Natalie Davis; thind now: Shenni Jenkins, 
Pattie Goodloe, Pam Dee, Melena Counson, 
Jenni Smith, Chenyl Hudson, Michelle 
Jackson, Robin Shields, Knisty Shanpe,
Jenice Vennine, Heathen Davies, Donothy 
Wilbun, Jasmine Panken, Banbana Anmoun, 
Angela Tucken.
Wells Hall, left to right — firs t row: Teresa 
Martin, Samantha Strange, Vonda 
Massingill, Daphne Nwankwo; second row: 
Jennifer Cummings, Seigee Walker, Becky 
Williams, Missy Rutledge, Gwynette Giffard, 
Janice Newsome — R.A., Steven T. Yerkes 
— R.M.; third row: Sharon Thomas, Lucinda 
Blaha, Cindy Eaton, Jackie Armstrong, Diane 
Drescher — R.A., Christy Rutledge, Amy 
Norris, Michele Douglas, Bridgette Lowe, 
Tara Lockhart, Lititia Butler, Cynthia 
Holliman.
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Wells Hall
Wells residents couldn’t  stop 
talking about all the programs they 
have in their dorm. From Secret 
Valentine’s to Bingo and bowling to 
make-up; Wells definitely has the 
monopoly on Residence Life 
Activities. They like their hall 
because "everyone knows everyone" 
and the “people are great! “
WHAT’S HAPPENING!
Napier Hall A and B
Napier A and B residents say 
they have "waterfalls" in their 
rooms, too many mandatory 
meetings, small windows, and not 
enough hot water; however, the 
majority agrees that the pros 
outweigh the cons. Napier A and B, 
with the adjoining T. V. room and 
lounge area, is the closest thing to 
co-ed living that can be found on the 
Georgia College campus. Once the 
signs of Spring hit the campus, 
residents of Napier hit the roofs 
and "lay out" on their impromptu 
beaches. Other activities include 
movie night and intramurals, but 
when asked what they like most 
about their dorms, it was no 
surprise to hear "it’s co-ed!" — well, 
almost.
Napier A residents include: Craig White, Jim 
Goins, Kenneth Holloway, Geoff Rhodes, 
Mike McCune, Clint Harper, John Lane, Dale 
Sheffield, Scot Martin, Ian Astbury, Jay 
Palmer, Zane Shelfer, Scott McAleese, Jim 
Moon — R.A., Mikey Brantley, Brad Neil, 
Chris Kehoe, Emery Heard, Karl Ledsinger, 
Brad Bell, Mark Swann, Ted Symon, Scott 
Winner — R. A., Clifton Maddox, M att Sakey, 
Stacy Bridges, Derek Harris, Joe Alford. 
Napier B residents include: Camie Van 
Orden, Anna Wilde, Gina Evans, Chris 
Morris, Amie Finly, Gretchen Hirst, Amanda 
Patterson, Amy Strickland, Regina Lott, 
Elizabeth Liggett, Andrea Fambro, Susie 
Dixon, Sarita Hall, Carlessia Adkins, Connie 
Odom, Jan Black, Merrie Miller, Chevonee 
Mason, Maila Durham, Kathie Coates, 
Stephanie Bailey, Tammy Coltharp, Sherry 
Stephenson, Donna Kimsey, Melissa Miller, 
Cindy Clements, Martha Norris, April 
Vinson.
Sanford Hall
The residents of Sanford Hall 
enjoy their poolroom and the new 
furniture in the TV room — but the 
thing they enjoy the most is the 
carpet in their rooms.
Most of the basketball team live 
in Sanford. The residents 
participate in Intramurals and 
periodically have pool tournaments.
They try  to stress academics too. 
They attended drug and alcohol 
seminars. Some of the residents 
hold tutoring sessions.


Hopefully each  student w ill f in d  this section
m eaningfu l in d ifferen t ways. Perhaps fea tu res
will bring a  sm ile, rem ind  one o f  an  even t or
ju s t  cause one to think back, on the y ea r . So srt
c  j- i rr , r ,j - back an d  prepare yourself fo r  som ethinq n ew ,Features is a  d iffe ren t section fr o m  anything # // • j j  i / ,/ . < . , . ■ / / . d ifferen t an d  som ew h a t qreen . else in the book. It is to represent special hap- J
penings on the cam pus an d  to show  o f f  the ex ­
citing things that occur on the campus.
Reviving the y earbook  w as notan  easy  task, b id  
with the dedication o f  a  h an d fu l o f  peop le this 
y ea r ’s lim ited  s t a f f  w as ab le  to pull it o ff . To our 
editor M ichelle W ells thanks f o r  keeping every­
thing in order. To our Associate Editor Ja k i  
H arris I sure a m  g la d  som eon e knew  how  to 
k eep  the books! To our photographer Todd  
H eaton / w onder how  you  m an ag ed  to do it! 
Thanks f o r  being 100 d iffe ren t p laces a t  once. 
To Z an e  S h e ifer  I could n ot h av e done it 
w ithout y ou ! Thanks f o r  coming w hen you  d id  
to save us a l l  fr o m  burnout. To Vonda M as­
sing ill thanks f o r  a l l  o f  your support a n d  h ard  
w ork. I sure a m  g la d  you  w ere there to step in 
a n d  f i l l  the g a p  in m y  confused state! To m y  
room m ate Lynn Bryant 1 appreciate you  put­
ting up with m e . / know  / w asn’t  the eas iest to 
live with, w ell / w as never in the room  though 
w as I, bu t / thank you  f o r  your help w hen you  
saw  I h a d  a lm ost h a d  it with this entire project.
To R obert G erks I can not express enough  
thanks f o r  you  stepping in a n d  accepting the d if­
ficu lt j o b  o f  photographe/-- y ou ’re terrific! To
Laura Stark thanks f o r  finding the tim e to take  
pictures a n d  w ork on deadlines. You help ed  
m ore than you  could ever know . To a l l  those 
people n a m e d  a n d  u n n am ed  w ho w orked  with 
us to g e t  this project o f f  the ground m ay  / ex ­
ten d  to you  m y  m ost sincere gratitude f o r  a ll o f  
your concern a n d  h a rd  work. A nd fin a lly  a  spe­
cial thanks to our advisor W es Lucas. Thanks 
f o r  keeping m e  calm  a n d  assuring m e  that 
things w ould w ork out. It w as your insight an d  
drive th a t m a d e  the y earbook  a  possibility. 
Thanks to everyone w ho bought a  y earbook  an d  
/ hope th a t it  is everything you  envisioned plus a  
little bit m ore.
R osem ary McCurry 
Creative Director

W hat do h it m ovies, aerobic lessons, C .C . 
on P arade, a n d  various lectures a ll  have in 
com m on? They a ll  occur in the M .C .U .  
Lounge.
M .C .U . is the place w here students go  to 
g e t  i.d . 's m a d e  a s  w ell a s  tickets to 
upcoming concerts. There is alw ays  
som ething happening a t  M .C .U . Stop by 
a n d  check out the action.
For the fir s t  tim e G eorgia College w ill o ffe r  
apartm ents to their students. They will be 
fo u r  bedroom  with com m unity living a rea s  
f o r  each  apartm ent. The cost w ill be $ 1 5 0  a  
piece. M any college students like this idea  
because it allow s them  to m ove out o f  the 
dorm  y e t  still provide the sam e close 
dorm like atm osphere.
KEE - WEE
TEE PEE
jbartments

Miss Georgia College: T ra cie  WlUlCiyviS
Perhaps n ot a s  entertaining, but ev er  m ore  
serious than the Pi K appa A lphas First 
annual W om anless Beauty Contest is the 
M iss G eorgia College Pageant. M any o f  
G eorgia College's m ost attractive a n d  
talen ted  w om en com peted  in Russell 
Auditorium to determ ine w ho w ould  
represent G eorgia College in the 1988-89  
school y ear .
Talent, interviews, a n d  poise d eterm in ed  this 
year's winner: M iss T rade W illiams fr o m  
W arner Robins, G eorgia.
Presenting . . .
G eorgia College posseses m any talen ted  
people on its cam pus. From the d ram a  
productions done by students an d  
townspeople to visitors such a s  Victor Lowe 
an d  Ja m e s  Dickey there is n ever a  shortage 
o f  talent. G eorgia College can be proud o f  
the creativity that graces h er cam pus an d  
can look fo r w a r d  to m any m ore exciting 
things to happen.
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Georgia College Talent

B lutes!!!!!!
W hat the blue blazes is {here to do on this 
cam pus w hen the w eek en d  roils around? I f  
the truth be know n, there really is a  lot 
m ore here than m any a re  willing to adm it. 
M any students love the w eek en d  because it 
provides the chance f o r  long a w a ited  quiet 
a n d  the hope that som e w ork can be 
accom plished. Others m ight go to the lake , 
the m ovies, M acon , a  concert, or there is 
alw ays the Opera H ouse. O verall there is 
m ore to do than check your m ailbox twenty 
tim es a  day  to see  i f  anyone rem em b ered  
you a n d  doing your laundry. Try staying one 
w eeken d ; who know s it m ight even be fu n  
an d  you  will no longer su ffer  fr o m  the 
d read ed  W EEK EN D  BLUES.

Greek. W eek  provides -the opportunity f o r  the 
C reek  organizations to g e t  together a n d  
com pete f o r  various aw ards. There are  
m any f i e l d  events fr o m  w heelbarrow  races 
to the sh o t pu t a s  w ell a s  step show s to show  
o f f  other talent. The C reeks  com e aw ay  
with a  sense o f  pride f o r  their organizations 
a n d  a  fe e lin g  th a t everyone cam e together in 
the spirit o f  fu n  a n d  sportsmanship.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ Music is a  big p a r t  o f  everyon e’s life an d  
G eorgia C ollege helps to fu l fi l l  th a t need . 
Each y ea r  the College o ffers  severa l 
concerts. This y ea r  the cam pus w as g raced  
by I.B .M . a n d  the Producers in the f a l l  an d  
the spring brought the S .O .S . ban d  outdoors 
to entertain. The C ollege d oes  the student 
body a  service by providing the talen t f o r  our 
en joym ent they only wish that there w ould  
be a  larger turnout to support their efforts!
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Kappa Alpha
The Old South Celebration, held 
every Spring, is probably the 
biggest activity the Kappa Alpha 
Fraternity participates in; however, 
this is far from their only activity. 
Others include Coviviun [Founder’s 
Day Celebration) in January, MDA 
fundraisers, Jump Rope for Heart, 
the Rotary Club Blood Drive, and 
Intramural Sports.
Officers fo r Kappa Alpha include: Chuck 
Greer, President; Scott Haygood, Jimmy 
Pitzer, Travis Hardee, Gary Spinks, and Joe 
Kump. Members are: Mark Adkins, Marc 
Boyd, Jeff Cheeves, Frank Coleman, Tom 
Drew, Bankston Dozier, George Dunwody, 
Jim English, John Fesperman, Tom Fouler, 
Keith Harper, Cleve Hollingsworth, Trip 
Jenkins, Gary Floyd, Brian King, Kevin Little, 
Gerry Stafford, Rodney Tanner, Stacy 
Webb, and Gary Sirmon.
/ A r
Pi Kappa Phi
Pi Kappa Phi participates in Greek 
Week, intramurals, and fraternity 
socials. They also have a rafting 
retreat every summer down the 
Ocmulgee River. Pi Kapps are also 
involved with a charity called 
P. U.S.H. — Play Units for the 
Severely Handicapped — who they 
help work with throughout the year.
Members include: David Honnanal, Archon; 
Will Winn, Vice Archon; Todd Heaton, 
treasurer; Eric Heggory, secretary; Jeff 
Cumming, historian; Jim Towler, warden; 
Mike Rachels, chaplin; Eric Achmaker, Ted 
Ashert, Greg Bedgood, Kurt Jackman, David 
Smallwood, Mike Wade and Guerry-Williams.
Delta Sigma Theta
Delta Sigma Theta raises money for 
the American Cancer Society by 
presenting a gospel program. The 
sisters host a Delta Gent's pageant 
and sponsor blood drives. They 
participate in Jump Rope for Heart 
and in service projects at nursing 
homes and Central State Hospital.
Members include: Andrea Fambro, 
president; Marlene Thomas, vice president; 
Angeles McCarthy, secretary; Distartling 
Childs, treasurer; Sharon Brantley, Robin 
Moore, Angela Thomas.
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Phi Beta Sigma
Members include: John DeShazier, 
president;; Keith Bowling, vice president; Tim 
Flowers, treasurer; secretary; Julius Wilcox, 
Dean of Pledges; and are sponsored by John 
Carrick.
Phi Beta Sigma does volunteer 
work for the Salvation Army and for 
SCEC. Sigmas sponsor a 
sweetheart organization and 
periodically participate in 
fundraisers.
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Delta Zeta
Delta Zeta Sisters enjoy fun and 
fellowship through many planned 
activities throughout the year. DZ’s 
raise money for the Gaulladet 
College for the Deaf and the 
American Cancer Society. The 
sisters have fraternity socials, 
intramurals, Greek Week and a 
"formal weekend“ in Jeykll Island.
Members include: Donna Winkley, president; 
Janice Wolfe, treasurer; Dia Powell, 
secretary; Bobbie Boling, vice president; 
Dana Camp, corresponding secretary; Kim 
O’Conner, academics chairman; Cindy 
Bishop, Karen Bowdin, Michelle Bullock, 
Claire Carter, Emily Castillo, Tammy 
Cleveland, Tina Cone, Pam Hines, Kristy 
Hodges, Ginger Johnson, Lisa Leclair, Sandy 
McCurley, Joy Miller, Melisa Morris, Leigh 
Murphy, Jennifer Newton, Laure Okan, 
Teresa Osborne, Amy Phillips, Heather 
Tomblinson, Tammy Watson, Nancy 
Windham, Marialyce Bragg, Donna 
Culverhouse, Carol Fellows, Noele Gray, Jodi 
Hooks, Amanda Patterson, Stefanie Penn, 
Cristi Rebulta, Sydine Shelby, Susan Stowe, 
Lydia Ussery.
Members include: Martha Glover, President: 
Caroline Brown, Evelyn Ragan, vice 
presidents: Kristi Minter, membership 
director: Ellen Parsons, treasurer; Ginger 
Lyle, provisional membership director; Ansley 
Wheeler, corresponding secretary; Sonya 
Britt, recording secretary; Jenny Sullivan, 
panhellenic delegate; Ginny Allen, Deanne 
Baker, Christy Calloway, Kim Camp, Lori 
Cox, Angela Crouch, Becky Davis, Raysa 
Delgado, Amy Fetzer, Martha Glover, 
Dorothy Hatcher, Amy Hinson, Natalie 
Hopkins, Jana Lanier, Lori Lord, Cindy Lyle, 
Ginger Lyle, Ellen Parsons, Karen Peavy, 
Teresa Peeler, Evelyn Ragan, Charlotte Polk, 
Allison Rule, Dana Sapp, Sevi Sapp, Winn 
Smith, Tara Stevewelt, Jenny Sulliven, Gerta 
Thomason, Beth Toler, Kendra Tomlinson, 
Lisa Turner, Amy Uber, Vonnee Veazy,
Ansley Wheeler, Mendy White, Angela 
Culbreath, Amy Davis, Janet Ethredge, Anne 
Marie Fothergill, Leigh Graham, Debbie 
Hudson, Deanna Jones, Beth Lowery, Katy 
McAlvin, Kristi McCauley, Mandy Moody, 
Beth Myers, Jennifer Oglesby, Jenifer Pace, 
Caroline Ragan, Tonya Smith, Lucy Stovall, 
Terri Sumner, Lynn Thompson, Michelle 
Warren, Vicki Williams, Debbie Wise,
Elizabeth Wardell, Tracey Tansey, Julie 
Holcombe
Phi Mu contributes to Project 
Hope, the Children’s Miracle 
Network, and the Leukemia Society. 
Phi Mu sisters have taken part in 
Nova Orientation, Georgia College 
theater productions, and have 
members on the cheerleading squad 
and dance team. Phi Mu sponsored 
three of the Miss Georgia College 
1 988 Pageant Finalists: Christy 
Callaway, Lori Lord, and Deanna 
Jones. Phi Mu boasts being overall 
Greek Week Champions as well as 
having won various categories in 
Greek Week Competition: Track & 
Field, God & Goddess, Spirit Award 
and Overall Greek Week winner.
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Alpha Delta Pi
Members include: Kelly Hooks, vice 
president; Cathy Parker, treasurer; Mary 
Will Davidson, pledge ed.; Allison Ach, Hope 
Andrews, Jackie Armstrong, Lauren 
Benson, Anna Marie Bledsoe, Traci Brooks, 
Leigh Brown, Lori Bush, Tammy Calthrop, 
Tracie Carracker, Lisa Chappelle, Kathie 
Childers, Dana Coffelt, Renee Couvillion, 
Cammie Dailey, Stephanie Dee, Jamie Dee 
Dixon, Deena Echols, Anne English, Paige 
Griner, Kathy Hardin, Lori Hadges, Mitzie 
Hodges, Dianne Hurd, Lynne Hurst, Kim Ivey, 
Cinny Lackson, Tricia Lampkin, Dawn 
Lavender, Beth Mabrey, Wendy McCullar, 
Melissa Miller, Merri Miller, Stephanie 
Morgan, Julie Outlaw, Audra Parham, Kim 
Parker, Stephanie Parker, Kirsten Peterson, 
Karen Philips, Sheri Pledger, Tricia Price. 
Michelle Reeves, Suzi Rouker, Mary Seeley, 
Amy Sheppard, Lisa Spear, Sherry 
Stevenson, Tanya Swardell, Molly Torrance, 
Kathy Trettle, Laurie Webb, Laura Weber, 
Amy Wilson, Sharon Ziemke.
Alpha Delta Pi was founded at 
Wesleyan College in 1851 and was 
the firs t secret society for women. 
They were started on the Georgia 
College campus in 1 973 and 
became a chapter in 1 974. They 
are involved in many campus 
activities including intramurals, 
Greek council, Panhellenic and many 
more. Alpha Delta Pi offers many 
opportunities; most importantly, 
sisterhood. Their motto is “we live 
for each other and Alpha Delta Pi."
Kappa Sigma
Kappa Sigma Fraternity participates 
in various local service projects 
including the school blood drive.
They help out the Kiwanis Club and 
work with children at Central State 
Hospital. To round out their 
activities, they were Intramural 
Champions and Track and Field 
Champions during Greek Week in 
19B7.
Officers for Kappa Sigma include: Terry 
Barrett, President CGrand Master]; Scott 
Skipper, Treasurer CGrand Treasurer]; Wesly 
Riner, Vice-President CGrand Procurator]; 
Cole Duke, Grand Master of Ceremonies; 
Travis Bell, Secretary CGrand Scribe];
Richard Evans, Guard; and Chris Windham, 
Guard. Members include: Lee Arnold, Rusty 
Bailey, Michael Barkley, Luis Beltran, Brent 
Birkhead, Mike Bracewell, Benny Braunstien, 
Wesly Carroll, Scott Chapman, Kelly 
Donahue, John Durham, David Eapy, Mark 
Fergason, Jack Frenz, Geoff Gerks, David 
Glover, Rick Godfrey, Roger Gregory, Don 
Hall, Rob Hall, Derek Harris, David Hill,
Shawn Isley, Ken Kilgore, Kirby Kilgore, A rt 
Mann, Derek Marchman, Chris McCullers, 
Derek Night, Larry Osborne, Greg Purvis, 
Casey Rogers, Steven Rozie, David Smith, 
Greg Spinks, M att Thurman, John Tinley, 
Alan Wacter, and Hal Weathers.
Fraternity Inc.Omega Psi
Members include: Perry N. Dent, president; 
Michael Brown, vice president; Danavan 
Bussey, secretary: Tony Mathis, treasurer; 
Mr. Glenn Davis, sponsor.
Omega Psi Phi contributes to 
NAACP and to the United Negro 
College Fund. The Omegas 
participate in the Talent Hunt 
Program and the Sickle Cell 
Bike-a-thon. The brothers sponsor 
the Omega Pearls Organization, 
their sweethearts.
Alpha Phi Alpha hosts the Black 
and Gold Ball and the Ms. Mu 
Gamma Pageant. They entered the 
oratorical contest and sponsored 
Ms. Traci Williams, the winner of 
the Miss GC Pageant. Volunteers 
from the fraternity help the 
Salvation Army and Central State 
Hospital. The Alphas sponsor Boy 
Scout Troop 33.
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, 
founded December A ,  1 906 at 
Cornell University, New York, is the 
oldest black fraternity in the 
country. The founding fathers are 
known as the "Seven Jewels."
Mu Gamma Chapter was founded 
April 23, 1 976 by the “Mystic 
Nine.“ The Alphans are currently 
the largest black fraternity at 
Georgia College.
Officers include: Antonio Lawrence, 
president: Miguel Jarrett, vice president: 
Darrel Lewis, Dean of Pledges; Michael 
Madison, secretary; Will Walls, treasurer; 
Curry Alexander, historian; William House, 
Sergeant of Arms; Jacoby Hall, editor of the 
“Spinx."
Alpha Phi Alpha
Kappa Alpha Psi
Kappa Alpha Psi hosts a gneek 
social for freshmen and a 
Valentine’s Sweetheart Ball. The 
Kappas donate to the American 
Cancer Society and give blood at 
school blood drives. They gave a 
family Thanksgiving dinner; to 
another family they gave Christmas 
presents, and Easter baskets to 
senior citizens. Kappa Alpha Psi 
sponsors the Milledgeville Big 
Brother program and participates 
in the Hike Bike for Retarded 
Citizens and the Milledgeville 
Newspaper Recycle. They also 
sponsor Kappa Week.
Kappa Alpha Psi devotes its time 
and effort to improving the 
conditions of socitey by helping 
when they can. They have a goal, to 
strive for achievement in every field 
of human endeavors.
1. Members from left to right: Randy Smith 
— vice president, Kenny Washington — 
treasurer, Bruce Colbert — president, Alden 
Browne, Emmett Dennerson, William 
Watson.
2. Bruce Colbert, Kenny Washington, Randy 
Smith.
3. Brothers of Kappa Alpha Psi with their 
little sisters, the Diamond Club.
It’s Al
To Me!

anywhere, 
help out by 
ffice hours to disc 
nswer students' * 
questions, and provide direction 
for knowledge that was locked 
awav inJ fae back qf the students 
minci, me faculty provides 
communication, direction, and 
insight with every day that they 
enter the classroom.
Jerry Fly 
Sociology
Richard L. Baxter 
Public Relations 
Nancy Bray 
Library 
Janet Buckworth 
Wellness 
John Carrick 
HPER
Nancy Culberson 
Dev. Studies 
Therry Deal 
Dean of Con. Ed. and Pub.
Serv.
Peter A. De Caux 
Math
David J. Devries 
Math
Mary Devries 
School of Bus. (Staff) 
Mary Anne Fields 
Math 
William Hair 
History 
Sally Hendry 
Psychology
Emily Abdi 
History 
Gerald Adkins 
Math & C.S. 
Stanley J. Aldridge 
HPER 
Brenda Allen 
Dev. Studies
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Neil Heath 
BSU/Campus Minister
Helen Hill 
Student Affairs 
Bill Hodges 
HPER 
Greg Jarvie 
Psychology 
Donald A. King 
Math & CS
John Lindsay 
Psychology 
Wes Lucas 
Dir. of Student Activities 
John Malone 
Marketing 
Gabriel Martin 
Minority Student Affairs
Mona Meyer 
Library 
Michael Nifong 
Dev. Studies Dept. 
William Nish 
Psychology 
Marjorie Prentice 
Graduate Studies
Betty Pritchett 
Management Dept. 
Thomas Pritchett 
Marketing Dept. 
Stephanie Ray 
Residence Life/Residence 
Man. 
Ronald Rule 
Math

Gwendolyn Stanford 
Dept, of English & Speech 
Frances Teanille 
History/Geography 
Richard M. Torrance 
Military Science 
Ken Trussell 
BIS/Communications
Frank B. Vinson 
History/Geography (Chairman) 
Arnold Wade 
VP of Student Affairs 
Kay Willoughby 
Dev. Studies Dept. 
Robert Wilson II 
History
Andrea Wise 
Asst. Dean of School of Bus.
Tammy Kennedy 
Stu. Act. Assistant
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John Sallstrom 
Asst. VP Acad. Adm. 
Hugh A. Sanders 
Dev. Studies Dept. 
Jeremy Sayles 
Library 
Mae Smith 
Math & CS

Look at these pictures closely. 
Faculty and staff are goofing off, 
while our students are working 
diligently behind rows and rows 
of books in the Ina Dillard 
Russell Library. Dr. Wise has 
absolutely NOTHING on her 
desk and Janet Buckworth even 
has time to wear funny glasses 
and a fake mustache. So, since 
the faculty has nothing to do, 
naturally Joyce Smith and Carol 
Collins have nothing to do either. 
Let’s start paying students 
instead of faculty and staff.

What’s this? Couldn't get a doctor's 
excuse?
Actually, I enjoy eating scientific 
experiments —  has anyone seen the 
biology prof?
Mystery meat again?
Why do they put pepperoni in lasagna?
Thank goodness for the salad bar.
Anyone for polysaturated fats?
Mommy always told me to clean my 
plate . . .
I forgot my Scooby Doo lunch box 
today!
Yes, I’M smart!
No, I'm not majoring in nutrition.
YES!
Faculty
Eat
In
SAGA
Too!
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Busy Aren’t We?
1. Ms. Zudy Tolley
2. Dr. Jerry Fly
3. Dr. John Carrick
4. Dr. Charles Guerin
5. Ms. Connie O’Shields
6. Mrs. Nita Bradford
7. Dr. Mary Kay Ferrell
Familial Faculty
1. Dr. Margaret Uhler
2. Professor Levonne Taylor
3. Mr. Ken Sexton
4. Dr. Kenneth Saladin
5. Dr. Janice Hardy and Dr. Jane 
Herrington
6. Dr. John Carrick
7. Dr. Wayne Glowka
The Faculty of Georgia College 
are much more than professors 
and Instructors, they are family. 
Georgia College has many wonderful 
features and great assets, but the 
faculty is by far the greatest asset 
to our campus. They are not only 
knowledgeable and helpful, but more 
than anything, they are concerned. 
They truly care about their 
students and strive to produce 
employable, well adjusted adults; 
the respect we feel for them will 
never diminish.
Georgia College recruits its 
faculty from all over the continents, 
so they provide a refreshing 
perspective and an enlightened 
outlook. They help us to not only 
make the grade, but to fully 
comprehend the course.
We, the Spectrum staff, on 
behalf of the students of at Georgia 
College, wish to acknowledge our 
appreciation to the Faculty of 
Georgia College for their diligence, 
empathy, and most of all, for being 
a valued part of our family.
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Managing to Write
Dreams Unfilled
I awake upon the horizons of night, 
Somewhere in the middle of a dream.
I know my dreams are still unfilled.
I search through the silent darkness 
Past sounds of spirits and stardance.
I can not find you, you are not here. 
When you're away my world is smaller; 
The siren winds in the lonely night 
Whisper you are in the m ind’s seapeace, 
Waves of being, moonlight on the soul.
I glide the emerald wings of memories 
To the beauty in your face and smile 
Where the sun takes the darkness away, 
The orchid blossoms in the spring day.
I empty my shallow night into the sea 
While I feel for your last warm kiss.
I spiral into the season’s fullness,
Your vision waits in pavillion dreams 
Reaching for me through love's sighs. 
The silent answers hide*in slow wait,
But all is not lost, there are dreams.
I return to the horizons of the night 
Where dreams wait in timeless motion.
I know my dreams are still unfilled.
They journey on golden arcs of doves 
To the colored plateaux in curved air.
I know my dreams are still unfilled.
They journey rainbows to secret places 
Hoping to share your love, your soul.
A Story of Love 
Soaring outward, 
you fly
into another dimension 
and explode 
with a smile.
It is later, 
somewhere,
amongst the beginnings 
of another galaxie, 
you begin awakening 
to a memory.
The insane, 
envoys in an age 
of enlightenment, 
dream all around you 
of poetry and art.
You expect nothing —  
stars begin their harmony.
In time of transformation, 
before it happens, 
you ask the couple 
about love; 
they say it is 
the flying
into another dimension 
beyond the survivors 
of past reasoning.
Love is evolutionary —  
a faithful search, 
a moving of souls; 
even as it disappears 
like a shooting star 
into the infinite dark.
You hold a hand, 
then explode 
with a smile 
and every soul 
you meet 
opens.
It is common knowledge that the right side of 
the brain controls the logical thought processes, 
while the left controls the creative.
It is apparent by these works of poetry that Dr. 
Lee Ahrens, of the School of Business, has a 
"balanced" brain. Throughout the years, the 
faculty of Georgia College has demonstrated a 
talent for creativity, and now Dr. Ahrens has been 
officially inducted into that prestigious society. Dr. 
Ahren’s work has been published since 1980 and 
we, the Spectrum staff, are proud to introduce 
you to his work.
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Books, term papers, "unreason­
able“ professors, and wondering if 
there is really a fyptnt ter the mad­
ness of college is all part of every­
day life. Classes are the reason for 
headaches, eating binges, and 
sweaty palms. However, the'time 
spent sandwiched between those 
four lonely walls provides a chance 
for thoughts to run free and life 
long friends to be made. As much 
as students complain everyone 
knows that secretly they are proud 
when they do well and would not 
trade the friends they have made 
for all the "tea in China; ". In the 
classroom is where things really 
began to come together.
The Unsuspecting Freshmen
Why Am 
I Here?
For many freshmen, going 
away to college means leaving 
home for the first time. It can be 
a frightening experience seeing 
those ominous white columns of 
Georgia College; almost every 
freshmen begins to ask 
themselves "Why am I here?!" 
However, the fears quickly 
subside when friends are made 
and exams passed. No one ever 
said college or for that matter, 
life would be easy, but with the 
right attitude it can be a lot of 
fun. To many freshmen, Georgia 
College becomes a second 
home.
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Priscilla Adams 
Daniel Ahonen 
Jennifer Alff 
Joe Allford
Joel Anderson 
Barbara Armour 
Jackie Armstrong 
Lloyd Arthur
Stephanie Bailey 
Kimberly Battle 
Kimberly Battle 
Charlene Bivins
Tonya Brown 
Wendy Burton 
Scott Boatright 
Jessica Borders
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Marialyce Bragg 
Stacy Bridges 
Cassandra Broadys 
Traci Brooks
Leigh Brown 
Mikell Brontiey 
Lynn Bryant 
Crystal Darlene Bullock
Holly Bunch 
David Burke 
Eric Burnette 
Lisa Bush
Lori Bush 
Volanda Butts 
Lawana Chandler 
Melissa Channel!
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Monicka Clarke 
Pamela Clark 
Cindy Clements 
Burt Colquitt
Joanna Cone 
Noel Courtois 
Nicole Culbreth 
Donna Culverhouse
Jeff Cummings 
Teresa Curry 
Darla Daniel 
Lisa Davidson
Leona Dawkins 
Stephanie Dee 
Joseph DeGranis 
Chip Denny
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Michael Digby 
Pamela Dowdy 
Marla Durham 
Donna Duvall
Tracey Eason 
De An na Echols 
Sharon Edwards 
Sabrina Eidelman
Monica Elder 
Janice Evans 
Gina Evans 
Carol Ann Fellows
Patress Ferguson 
Amie Finley 
Kimberly Gaither 
Sean Gallagher
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Teresa Gallagher 
Michael Gerin 
Hirst Gietchen 
Michelle Grant
Stacey Gresham 
Paige Griner 
Julia Grubbs 
Sallie Hardin
Stephanie Hargis 
Clint Harper 
Douglas Hallenbeck 
Melissa Hendricks
Brian Hinkle 
LeeAnn Hobbs 
Cynthia Holliman 
Cassandra Hollingshed
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Vicki Hopkins 
Cheryle Hodson 
Miecy Hudson 
Suzanne Hughes
Kim Ivey 
Leshanda Jackson 
Michelle Jackson 
Claudia James
Angela Johnson 
Samantha Johnson 
April Jones 
Kathy Jones
Susan Keaney 
Kelly Kennedy 
Sandy King 
Jennifer Kingston
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Derrick Knight 
Gwen Lamb 
LaTrece Latimore 
Debbie Lawrence
Julie Lingenfetter 
Dionne Lockett 
Tara Lockhart 
Raphael Mak
Marcus Maggard 
Julie Martin 
Paige Martin 
Melissa Maxey
Jan Maxwell 
Scott McAleese 
Michael McCone 
Leigh Me Gaughey
r r n n P A
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ICathy McKenzie 
Jennifer McSwain 
Marlee Meeks 
Anthony Millen
Christine Morris 
Lori Morris 
Melinda Mullins 
Beth Myers
Liz Newton 
Amy Norris 
Martha Norris 
William Northcutt
Connie Odum 
Julie Oglesby 
Kelly Ogletree 
Emma Ostaker
'Wß&tii•r*xk{
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Julie Outlaw 
Darien Owens 
Lisa Pace 
Joy Parish
Kim Parker 
Sonja Payne 
Sheila Pennyman 
Deborah Pitts
Cynthia Presley 
Sam Queen 
Mike Rachels 
Caroline Rageen
Vickie Ragans 
Charles Raleigh 
Kawajelyn Ralls 
Julie Rentz
-
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Rachel Ridling 
Maria Rincari 
Leisa Robbins 
Lisa Roberts
Tony Roberts 
Carol Robinson 
Jennifer Robinson 
Deitra Rogers
Kimberly Roper 
Michael Powell 
Casey Rupp 
Tia Samuels
Cara Scully 
Zane Shelter 
Robin Shields 
Brian Shinn
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Pamela Sills 
Stephanie Sllsby 
Ann Simms 
Kenneth Smith
Pamela Smith 
Tonya Smith 
Mark Snider 
Angela Snow
Cindy Sorrells 
Michelle Stanley 
Larua Stark 
Trensicia Stephens
Joy Stewart 
Kimberli Stone 
Laura Stover 
Terri Sumner
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Mark Swann 
Tracy Tansey 
Joy Thomas 
Melissa Thomas
Kim Thomason 
La Tonja Threets 
Ava Tillman
James Towler 
Teresa Turner 
Camie Van Orden 
Lisa Vaughn
4
April Vincent 
Sandra Walker 
Michelle Wansley 
Clint Whiddon
!
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Craig White 
Dawn White 
Russell White 
Donald Wilborn
Dorothy Wilbur 
Kim Wilkie 
Mary Wilkinson 
Jerilyn Wynn
William Wynn 
Linda Yawn 
Dennis Yount 
Donna Zapatka
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The Wise Sophomores
They’re Back
Sophomores are no longer the 
| “worm spit" they were as 
freshmen and begin to realize 
that there is life after core. With 
their acquired knowledge of 
college life, they come to the 
campus prepared to share their 
wisdom; they can usually be 
found advising freshmen on the 
course and professor not to 
take. As a sophomore, Georgia 
College is no longer a stranger 
but a friend. Sophomores know 
the ropes and are ready to 
advance to junior status; that is if 
they can ever declare a major 
by spring quarter!
i i

Tabatha Adams 
Jennifer Adams 
Ted Anurst 
Tusam Baggah
Gary Bolen 
Kim Brack 
Debbie Braswell 
Kristi Brewer
April Bailey 
Wende Bates
Marty Baugh 
Catherine Beckum
Karey Banks 
Suzanne Beam 
Lucinda Blaha 
Julie Blount
Laura Brooks 
Marcia Brooks 
Tammy Butler 
Angela Churchwell
Rosemarie Corey 
Loretta Cropps 
Tiffany Danieli 
Nette Davis
Pam Dee 
Kimberly Dee 
LaCondra Dixon 
Diane Drescher
Bernard Dumas 
Todd Edge 
Constance Edwards 
Angela Ellington
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Connie Ellison 
Vickie Eubanks 
Amy Fetzer 
Ann Fothergill
Cassandra Frost 
Jerry Garner 
Denise George 
Amy Germano
Lisa Gerry 
Gwen Gwynette 
Pattie Goodioe 
James Gordon
John Gordon 
Stephen Gordon 
Leigh Graham 
Allison Green
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Darryl Green 
Bruce Gross 
Harold Gutherie 
Kelly Hamlin
Andrea Hammond 
Deloris Harrel 
Angela Lee Harrell 
Tammy Harvey
Lisa Havior 
Michelle Hayes 
Todd Heaton 
Eric Heggory
Shelly Hodges 
Thomas Hogun 
Pamela Ivery 
Adrian Jarrell
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Barry Jarrett 
Beverly Johnson 
Heather Josey 
Elizabeth Kelly
Ben Key 
Tracy Kidei 
Donna Kimsey 
Brian Lauer
Karl Ledsinger 
Tracey Lewis 
Julie Lord 
Bridgette Lowe
Stephanie Lowe 
Cindy Lyle 
Maia Nelson
R. Scott Martin
Rebecca Matthews 
Richard Merritt 
Jennifer Merriweather 
Julie Middlebrooks
Virgil Miller 
Patricia Niel 
Janice Newsome 
Alexander Obordo
John A. Orr 
Terri Page 
Lori Palmer 
Geraldine Patterson
Carl Poca 
Valerie Poole 
Sandy Powell 
Susan Presley
Tili X
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Greg Reese 
Colman Roberts 
Beth Rogers 
Barbara Ross
Tracy Rozier 
Kimberly Saffo 
Matthew Sakey 
Vernn Sands
Gladys Shy 
Paul Siebenn 
Michael Siane 
Sharon Stokes
Midge Strickland 
Scott Swann 
Tammy Taylor 
Misty Thigpen
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Gerald Thomas 
Terrle Thomas 
Leah Many 
Leah Walker
There is light at the end of the Tunnel
y
uniors begin to realize 
that they can see light at 
the end of the academic 
tunnel. All those hours of 
studying, struggling to declare a 
major, and finishing core 
requirements have come to the 
climax for the junior —  the 
realization of just one more year!
Being a junior gives privilege 
to certain inside information:
They understand the 
undergraduate catalogue and 
began to mark out courses at an 
alarming rate of speed leaving 
only the bare necessities for 
their degree. They can go 
through the registration without 
fear that all their classes will be 
closed before they reach the 
window. Also, by the time of
juniorhood they know where all 
the "happening“ parties are and 
how to leave before the police 
arrive. With such a well-rounded 
education, juniors are more than 
ready to begin their senior year.
The Jolly Juniors

Neil Andrews 
Cheri Ashe 
Maiessa Barnes 
Marsha Barr
Russell Barr 
Trici Bass 
Jan Black 
Anna Bledsoe
Greg Boston 
Patricia Brown 
Rock Bussell 
Christy Callaway
Matt Carter 
Trade Carreker 
Angela Chiappetta 
David Clements
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Peggy Coats 
Vince Coletta 
Jeffrey Coker 
Melena Courson
Angela Culbreth 
Bethany Cutler 
Kenneth Daniels 
Amy Davidson
Audney Dee 
Jeane Delorme 
Scott Delozier 
Perry Dent
Andrea Dickinson 
Susie Dixon 
Jeff Dobbs 
01 lie M. Everett
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Melissa Fitzgerald 
Melissa Flock 
Ronald Frame 
Lori Gaskin
Robert G erkes 
Mary Green 
Sharon Griffin 
Holly Goss
Archie Gunn, Jr. 
Carla Hall 
Sarita Hall 
Sandra Ham
Jodi Handley 
Brenda Katherine Hardin 
Emery Heard 
Stephen Heil
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Ronald Johnson 
Wendy Johnson 
Crystal Jordon 
Marsha Kirkland
Anthony Lionakis 
Ginger Lyle 
Blair Magaffery 
Charlene Bivins
Tracey Klarren 
Roger Krick 
Lorraine Lassiter 
Timothy P. Lauer III
Everth Henderson 
Belinda Hooks 
Natalie Hopkins 
Barbie Jackson
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John Mainer 
Melissa Mangano 
Vonda Massingill 
Ranard Mattox
Tony Mayo 
Kristi McCuley 
Lance McCoy 
Donna McNair
Michelle McCrary 
Rosemary McCurry 
Wendy Moore 
Alex Northcutt
Zakiya Nyasuma 
Kate Orr 
Jay Palmer 
Gena Paxon
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Teresa Peeler 
Amy Philips 
Jimmy Pitzer 
Tricia Price
Ammar Razzak 
Elisha Redmond 
Vickie Richardson 
Tammie Ricks
Christy Rutledge 
Kimberly Sanders 
Tammy J. Seabolt 
Tanya Searcy
Rebecca Spann 
Gary Spinks 
Michele Stephens 
Sophia Stephens
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Kim Stevenson 
Jeff Stropoli 
Bonnie Sumner 
John Tarpley
Cathy White Julius Wicox Christopher Windhad Kim Woods Shawnder Worthington
Getra Thomason 
Cynthia Tidwell 
Mary Lou Tracy 
Angela Tucker
Dana Van Ostran 
Michelle Warren 
Laura Weber 
Bryan Weil
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The Grand 01’ Seniors
148
Having the 
Goal In Sight
Seniors have gone through 
four years of a “successful” 
college career and now have 
their goal in sight; their degree is 
within their reach. They have 
survived the freshman blues, 
sophomore slump, and junioritis 
to reach the status of SENIOR. 
They have come to the end of 
blue books, SAGA, classes, 
parties, “bull sessions” and 
college life in general. Seniors 
face mixed feelings. Feelings of 
excitement because they have 
succeeded in their goal and 
college is now a memory, and 
feelings of sadness because it 
means the end of a place they 
have called home for almost four 
years. They start life in the work 
force and separate themselves 
from college life; not an easy 
separation. All of their hard work 
has come together producing a 
degree, friends, and memories 
to last a lifetime.
David Abbott 
Karen Abbott 
Curry Alexander 
Steve Arnold
t im e
I A S T  EN  
H SEATBEÌ
GEORGIA COLLEGE
1988 Goit-ball SMub
Ella Brooks 
Lessie Brown 
Keith Browning 
Kelli Bryan
Molly Ashe 
Helena Backman 
Hansel Baker 
Tricia Bass
Ponchitta Belcher 
Carolyn Berry 
G. Todd Bowden 
Jan Bowen
Leigh Bowen 
Tonya Braddy 
Robert Branch 
Sharon Brantlley
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Monica Deason 
Kristin Deprospero 
Karen Smith Deckle 
Micheál Deckle
Beth Bryans 
Al Cheek 
Lois Cheely 
Ivonne Chirino
Diane Clay 
Bruce Colbert 
Michael Collins 
Errol Correa
Christina Costello 
Elisa Cottle 
Mary Cullen 
Jeffrey M. Daniel
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Jamie Dixon 
Jennifer Dumas 
Jeffrey Dunigan 
Susan Eibe
Cheryl Ellis 
Denise Ellis 
Miranda Ellison 
Hope Ewusi
Saralyn Flourney 
Linda Foley 
Paige Furtick 
Beth Fussell
Alicia Garvey 
Ray Goodson 
Bob Ghosh 
Cynthia Grantham
, . v
Betty Hanson 
Travis Hardee 
Jacqueline Harris 
Lara Haynie
Michelle Head 
Faye Heal 
David Hill 
Angela Horta
Joyce Hoskins 
Terri House 
William House 
Stacy Howard
Scott Graves 
Stan Griffin 
Delois Hall 
Leslie Hall
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Debra Hughes 
Robin Hughes 
Lynne Hurst 
Alan Hutto
Guy Ingle 
Kurt Jackson 
Cynthia Jackson 
Jennifer Jackson
i
Marsha Jackson 
Melissa Jackson 
Debra Johnson 
Nan Johnson
Pamela Johnson 
Kristi Jolly 
Clay K. Kimball 
Brian King
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Antonio Lawrence 
Louis Lee 
Brenda Lewis 
Johnny Lowery
Eric Loyd 
Connie Lucas 
Sherry Lyons 
Dorothy Maier
Jeffrey Martin 
Tony Mathis 
Jenny Mauldin 
Angeles McCarthy
Charlene McElheney 
Kennith Meakins 
Wade Miller 
Yolanda Murphy
May Neloms 
Rob Oplinger 
Larry Osborne 
James Owen
Anita Rae Pankey 
Alton K. Parker Jr. 
Rodney Peters 
Karen Phillips
Svester Pinkney 
Valene Pitts 
Charlotte Polk 
Tina Ponder
Bonnie Powellki 
Kim Presley 
Regina Prosser 
Danny Richardson
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John Roberts 
Peggy Rutledge 
Veriinda Samuels 
Brent Scholfield
Trent Sharar 
Andrew Siebery 
Jennifer Simmons 
Kay Simpson
Paul Smaha 
David Smallwood 
Jenni Smith 
Keith Spivey
Wanda Stancile 
Russell Stinson 
Mike Steed 
Melissa Stewart
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Lisa Veal 
Donnie Waddell 
Mike Wade 
Joseph Wagner
Linda Walker 
Pretrice Young Walker 
Michelle Wells 
Marianne Werbenec
Leonard Stinson 
Rodney Stone 
Alicia Strowbridge 
Beth Sumner
Michelle Teague 
Tamela Teague 
Janice Thomas 
Marlene Thomas
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Lisa Wesley 
Chari West 
Kimberly Whitehead 
Sabrina Wilder
Guerry Williams 
Johnny Williams 
Jan Williamson 
Larry Willis
*>
I
Velma Willis 
Kim Worgo 
Benjamin Worsham 
Trevor Yanken
Brenda Young
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The Mastering Graduates
Ama De Gracomi 
Thomas Hebb 
Lisa Hewitt 
Leslie Horton
Juliana Miller 
Mark Morgan 
Olusola Oroyo 
Cheryl Price
Pamela Prosser 
Sanjay Singh 
Darren Wilkins 
Alisa Wynens
One More 
Time
Are they crazy or what? Who 
in their right mind would come 
back to Georgia College, or any 
college for that matter, one more 
time? Graduate students that’s 
who! Dedication to education 
and deep desire to learn is a
common thread for many 
graduate students to return. 
Often attending classes between 
work and family, they sacrifice 
their time and energy to become 
one of the best in their field.
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Many of the faces that graced ttie 
Georgia Cdllege campus will not 
retwn next year. Many will grad­
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«They did it! All of those lonely 
faces that firs t came to Georgia 
College finally graduated. They 
are graduating with much more 
than a degree they have made 
\
enduring friends and have enough
\
party/college experiences to keep 
their grandchildren entertained 
for a. long time. Welcome to the 
real world -graduates and may you 
succeed in everything you do!
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David Abbott 
Centerville, GA 
Karen Abbott 
Centerville, GA
Emily Abdi 
Faculty
Alisa Adams 
Gray, GA
Jennifer Adams 
Covington, GA
Priscilla Adams 
Dublin, GA
Tabatha Adams 
Thomson, GA
Gerald Adkins 
Faculty
Daniel P. Ahonen 
Victor, N Y
J. Stanley Aldridge 
Faculty
Curry Alexander 
Moultrie, GA
Jennifer H. A lff  
Stone Mountain, GA 
Joe Alford 
Roswell, GA
Brenda Allen 
Faculty
Jennifer Anderson 
Barnesville, GA
Joel Anderson 
Monroe, GA 
Karen Anderson 
Barnesville, GA
Hope Andrews 
M illedgeville, GA
Neil Andrews 
Devereux, GA
Barbara Armour 
Bethlehem, GA
Jackie Armstrong 
Melbourne, FL  
Steve Arnold 
Jeffersonville, GA
CheriAshe 
Juliette, GA
Molly Ashe 
C’sted, St. Croix USVI 
Ted Ashurst 
Stone Mountain, GA 
Helena Backman 
Sweden
Tusan Bagchi 
M illedgeville, GA
April Bailey 
M arietta, GA
Stephanie Bailey 
M illedgeville, GA 
Hansel Baker 
Dublin, GA 
Karey Banks 
Elberton, GA |
Maiessa Barnes 
M illedgeville, GA
Marsha Barr 
Fayetteville, GA
Russell Barr 
Fayetteville, GA 
Trici Bass 
Centerville, GA
Tricia Bass 
Lizella, GA
Wende Bates 
Waycross, GA
Kimberly Battle 
Crawfordville, GA 
Kimberly Battle 
Thomson, GA
Marty Baugh 
M illedgeville, GA
Richard L. Baxter 
Staff
Tonya Baymen 
M illedgeville, GA 
Suzanne Beam 
Taylors, SC
Catherine Beckum 
Atlanta, GA
Ponchitta Belcher 
Macon, GA
Wendy Benton 
Monroe, GA
Bernard Dumas 
Irwinton, GA
Carolyn Berry 
Warrenton, GA
Charlene Bivins 
Macon, GA
Jan Black 
Dublin, GA
Lucinda Blaha 
Thomasville, GA
Anna Marie Bledsoe 
McDonough, GA
Julie Blount 
Vidalia, GA
B. Scott Boatright 
M illedgeville, GA 
Gary Bolen 
Harlem, GA
Jessica Borders 
Davisboro, GA
Greg Boston 
Troy, OH
G. Todd Bowden 
Macon, GA
Jan Bowne 
Jackson, GA 
Leigh Bowen 
McDonough, GA 
Kim Brack 
M illedgeville, GA
Tonya Braddy 
Soperton, GA
Mraialyee Bragg 
Gray, GA
Robert Branch 
Valdosta, GA
Mikell Brantley 
Perkins, GA
Sharon D. Brantley 
M illedgeville, GA 
Debbie Braswell 
Warner Robins, GA 
Nancy Bray 
Staff
Stacy Bridges 
Lumber City, GA 
Kristi Brewer 
Macon, GA
Cassandra Broaders 
Gray, GA
Ella Ruth Brooks 
Baxley, GA
Laura Brooks 
Dublin, GA
Marcia Brooks 
Rutledge, GA 
Traci Brooks 
Sale City, GA
Leigh Brown 
Dublin, GA
Lessie Brown 
Gordon, GA 
Patricia Brown 
Madison, GA 
Keith Browning 
Social Circle, GA 
Kelli Bryan 
Fort Valley, GA
Beth F. Bryans 
Newborn, GA
Lynn Bryant 
Warner Robins, GA
Janet Buckworth 
Staff
Crystal Dalene Bullock 
Warner Robins, GA
Holly Bunch 
Marietta, GA 
David Burke 
Warner Robins, GA 
Eric Burnette 
Athens, GA
Lisa Bush 
Augusta, GA 
Lori Bush 
Cordele, GA 
Rock Bussell 
Dublin, GA
Tammy Butler 
Cadwell, GA
Volanda Butts 
Irwinton, GA
Christy Callaway 
Warrenton, GA
Tracie Carreker 
McDonough, GA
John Carrick 
Faculty
M att Carter 
Madison, GA
Lavona Chandler 
Gordon, GA
Melissa Channell 
Greensboro, GA
Angela Chiappetta 
M illedgeville, GA 
A1 Cheek
Mount Vernon, GA
Lois A. Cheely 
Thomson, GA
Ivonne Chirino 
Mexico, DF 
Angela Churchwell 
Macon, GA
Pamela Clark 
Faculty
Monicka Clarke 
Augusta, GA 
Diane Clay 
M illedgeville, GA
Cindy Clements 
Dublin, GA
David Clements 
M illedgeville, GA
Peggy Coats 
Jonesboro, GA
Jeffrey Coker 
Elberton, GA
Bruce Colbert 
Macon, GA
Vince Coletta 
Chamblee, GA
Michael Collins 
Cairo, GA 
Joanna Cone 
Conyers, GA 
Burt Colquitt 
Winterville, GA 
Rosemarie Corey 
Alpharetta, GA
Errol Correa 
Fayetteville, GA
Christina Costello 
Warner Robins, GA
Elisa Cottle 
Macon, GA 
Helena Courson 
Waycross, GA
Noel Courtois 
Covington, GA 
Loretta Cropps 
Hephzibah, GA 
Nancy Cullerson 
Faculty
Angela Culbreth 
Macon, GA
Nicole Culbreth 
Riverdale, GA
Mary Cullen 
Calhoun, GA
Donna Culverhouse 
Macon, GA 
Jeff Cummings 
Waynesboro, GA 
Teresa Curry 
Gordon, GA 
Bethany Cutler 
Dublin, GA
Darla Daniel 
Rentz, GA
Jeffrey M. Daniel 
M illedgeville, GA
Tiffany Daniell 
M able ton, GA 
Kenneth Daniels 
Dublin, GA 
Arline B. Davis 
Greensboro, GA 
Nettie M. Davis 
Macon, GA
Am y Davidson 
Milledgeville, GA
Lisa Davidson 
Warner Robins, GA
Leona Dawkins 
Crawfordville, GA
Therry Deal 
Faculty 
Monica Deason 
Macon, GA 
Peter A. deCaux 
Faculty
Audrey Dee 
Warner Robins, GA
Kimberly Dee 
Conyers, GA 
Pam Dee
Warner Robins, GA 
Stephanie Dee 
Warner Robins, GA 
Ana DeGracomi 
M illedgeville, GA
Joseph DeGrandis 
M illedgeville, GA
Karen Smith Dekle 
M illedgeville, GA
Michael Dekle 
Cairo, GA 
Jeane Delorme 
Dublin, GA 
Scott DeLozier 
Buford, GA 
Chip Denny 
M illedgeville, GA
Ferry N. Dent 
Columbus, GA 
Kristin L. DeProspero 
Lithonia, GA 
David J. DeVries 
Faculty
Mary DeVries 
Staff
Andrea Dickinson 
Lilburn, GA 
Michael Digby 
Covington, GA
Jamie Dixon 
Chamblee, GA 
La Condra Dixon 
Jeffersonville, GA
Susie Dixon 
Louisville, GA
Jeff Dobbs 
Buford, GA 
Pamela Dowdy 
Greensboro, GA 
Diane Dreschner 
Marietta, GA
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Leisa Robbins 
Fort Valley, GA
(Dolman Roberts 
(no town listed)
John Roberts 
M illedgeville, GA 
Lisa Roberts 
Fayetteville, GA 
Tony Roberts 
Conyers, GA
Carol Robinson 
Sandersville, GA
Jennifer Robinson 
Union Point, GA
Beth Rogers 
Thomson, GA 
Deitra Rogers 
Warner Robins, GA 
Kimberly Roper 
Atlanta, GA
Barbara Ross 
Macon, GA
Michael Rowell 
Milledgeville, GA 
Tracy Rozier 
Dublin, GA
Ronald Rule 
Faculty
Christy Rutledge 
Jackson, GA
Peggy Rutledge 
Jackson, GA
Casey Rupp 
Louisville, GA 
Kimberly Saffo 
Decatur, GA 
Matthew A. Sakey 
Ogunquit, ME 
John Sallstrom 
Faculty 
T ia Samuels 
Thomson, GA 
Verlinda Samuels 
M illedgeville, GA 
Hugh A. Sanders 
Faculty
Kimberly Sanders 
Soperton, GA 
Vernon Sands 
Monticello, GA
Jeremy Sayles 
S taff
Brent Schofield 
Douglas, GA
Martin R. Scot 
Chatsworth, GA 
Cara Scully 
Atlanta, GA 
Tammy T. Seabolt 
Gray, GA
Tanya Searcy 
Elberton, GA
Trent Sharar 
Kannapolis, NC
Zane Shelfer 
Cairo, GA
Robin Shields 
Rentz, GA
Brian Shinn 
Conyers, GA
Gladys Shy 
Newborn, GA 
Paul Siebern 
Jonesboro, GA 
Andrew Sieberg 
Eagle Lake, M N
Pamela Sills 
Monroe, GA
Stephanie Silsby 
M illedgeville, GA
Jennifer Simmons 
M illedgeville, GA
Ann Simms 
Fayetteville, GA
Kay Simpson 
M illedgeville, GA
Sanjay Singh 
(no town listed)
Michael Slane 
Conyers, GA 
Payl Smaha 
M illedgeville, GA 
David Smallwood 
Lithonia, GA 
Christopher Smith 
M illedgeville, GA 
Jenni Smith 
Macon, GA 
Kenneth Smith 
Dublin, GA
Mae Smith 
Faculty
Pamela Smith 
Carlton, GA
Tonya Smith 
M illedgeville, GA 
Mark Snider 
Sandersville, GA
Angela Snow 
Bishop, GA 
Cindy Sorrells 
Monroe, GA
Rebecca Spann 
Warner Robins, GA
Gary Spinks 
Monroe, GA
Keith Spivey 
Vidalia, GA 
Wanda Stancile 
Lizella , GA 
Gwendolyn Stanford 
Faculty
Michelle Stanley 
Dublin, GA
Laura Stark 
Roswell, GA
Mike Steed 
Round Oak, GA 
Michelle Stephens 
Elberton, GA 
Sophia Stephens 
Toomsboro, GA 
Treniscia Stephens 
Macon, GA
Joy Stewart 
Warner Robins, GA
Kim Stevenson 
Macon, GA
Melissa Stewart 
M illedgeville, GA
Leonard Stinson 
Saady Dale, GA
Russell A. Stinson 
M illedgeville, GA
Shanon Stokes 
Cochran, GA 
Kimberli Stone 
Albany, GA 
Laura Stover 
Crawfordville, GA
Rodney Stone 
Baxley, GA 
Midge Strickland 
Statesboro, GA
Je ff Stropoli 
Monticello, GA
A licia Strowbridge 
Swainsboro, GA 
Beth Sumner 
Soperton, GA
Bonnie Sumner 
Dublin, GA
Terri Sumner 
Gray, GA 
Mark Swann 
Thomson, GA
Scott Swann 
Thompon, GA
Tracy Tansey 
Jonesboro, GA
John Tarpley 
Stone Mountain, GA
Tammy Taylor 
Fort Valley, GA
Michelle Teague 
Fayetteville, GA
Tamela Teague 
Fayetteville, GA 
Frances Tennille 
Staff
M isty Thigpen 
Victoria, TX
Gerald Thomas 
(no town given)
Janice Thomas 
Hoboken, GA
Joy L. Thomas 
Macon, GA 
Marlene Thomas 
Marshallville, GA
Melissa Thomas 
Summerville, SC
Terrie Thomas 
Dudley, GA 
Getra Thomason 
Covington, GA 
Kimberly Thompson 
Macon, GA 
Tammie R. Thompson 
Sandersville, GA
LaTonja Threets 
Buckhead, GA 
Cynthia Tidwell 
Macon, GA 
Ava Tillman 
East Point, GA 
Richard M. Torrance 
Faculty
James W. Towler 
Monroe, GA
Mary Lou Tracy 
Auburn, GA
Ken Trussell 
Faculty
Angela Tucker 
Sparta, GA
Teresa Turner 
Union Point, GA
Leah Vung 
Macon, GA
Camie Van Orden 
Lilburn, GA
Dana Van Ostran 
M illedgeville, GA
Lisa Vaughan 
Arnoldsville, GA
Lisa Veal 
Dublin, GA
April Vincent 
Henderson, KY
Frank B. Vinson 
Faculty 
Donnie Waddell 
Warner Robins, GA
Arnold Wade 
Staff
Michael Wade 
Alexandria, V A
Joseph Wagner 
Dunwoody, GA 
Leah Walker 
Sandersville, GA 
Linda Walker 
Lilburn, GA 
Pretrice Young Walker 
Athens, GA
Sandra Walker 
Wrightsville, GA
Michelle Wansley 
Toccoa, GA 
Michelle Warren 
Dublin, GA 
Christopher Watkins 
Dublin, GA
Laura Weber 
Smyrna, GA
Bryan Weil 
Greenville, NC 
Michelle Wells 
Juliette, GA
Mirianne Werbenec 
Conyers, GA
Lisa Wesley 
Macon, GA 
Chari West 
Eastman, GA 
Clint Whiddon 
(no town g iven )
Cathy White 
Culloden, GA 
Craig White 
Martinez, GA 
Dawn White 
Alamo, GA 
Debra White 
Montrose, GA
Russell White 
Lumber City, GA
Kimberly P. Whitehead 
Macon, GA 
Donald T. Wilborn 
Covington, GA 
Dorothy Wilbur 
Dublin, GA
Julius Wilcox 
Fitzgerald, GA
Sabrina Wilder 
Macon, GA 
Kim Wilkie 
Conyers, GA
Darren Wilkins 
Cartersville, GA
Mary Wilkinson 
Augusta, GA 
Becky Williams 
Bowersville, GA 
Guerry C. Williams 
Green Cove Springs, F L
Johnny Williams 
Monticello, GA
Eric A. Williamson 
(no town given)
Jan Williamson 
Lagrange, GA 
Larry Willis 
Dudley, GA 
Velma J. Willis 
Macon, GA 
Kay Willoughby 
Faculty 
Amy Wilson 
Warner Robins, GA 
J. Robert Wilson I I I  
Faculty
Christopher Windham 
Covington, GA
Andrea Wise 
Faculty
Nelanie W itcraft 
Crawfordville, GA
Kim Woods 
Perry, GA
Scott Woolsey 
M illedgeville, GA
Kim Worgo 
R iverdale, GA
Benjamin Worsham 
Macon, GA
Shawnder Worthington 
Louisville, GA
Alisa Wynens 
Macon, GA
Jerilyn Wynn 
Warner Robins, GA 
William (Will) Wynn 
Melbourne, FL  
Trevor Yanken 
Dublin, GA 
Linda Yawn 
McRae, GA
Brenda Young 
Millen, GA
Dennis Yount 
Moultrie, GA
Donna Zapatka 
Marietta, GA

